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Prodigal Daughter begins with a puzzle: Who is St. Demetrius? And why can’t Myrna Kostash resist 
him? This puzzle leads the Edmonton author to undertake an historical and personal journey. The book 
begins as an intellectual quest. Kostash travels through the Balkans to uncover the political and cultural 
significance of Demetrius. 

Here Kostash gives an historical account of the way that Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbians and 
Macedonians have fought for possession of Demetrius. The writing is lively, told through interviews, 
mythological descriptions of the saint, and visits to ancient churches. But this is not the crux of 
Prodigal Daughter. The intellectual journey ends with the chapter “Lord, have Mercy.” Talking to an 
icon painter, Kostash suddenly discovers that her quest is not intellectual, but spiritual. She wants 
transcendence; she wants to be moved by a force from outside herself. 

The second half of Prodigal Daughter explores this spiritual side of 
her journey. Kostash is at her strongest when describing the people 
and places that she visits — the churches, the basilicas, her 
participation in the Thessalonian festival of St. Demetrius. These old 
places, rich in history and myth, are covered in iconography and they 
all evoke closeness and comfort of place — Demetrius protecting his 
people from the bitter and dangerous world. 

But, despite the richness of the old world, Kostash is not yet 
spiritually at home. Instead, it is in the moving epilogue that she 
brings her journey to conclusion. Moved to tears by an intimate 
liturgy offered in a near-empty Edmonton church, Kostash finds 
herself protected from the business and, we presume, emptiness of the 
outside world. The orthodoxy of her childhood, now informed by the 
story of Demetrius, finds root in a moment of personal epiphany. 

Although we never learn precisely who Demetrius is — or whether he even existed — her puzzle is 
solved. 
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